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Bloch Proposes Honor
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by L.J. Goldstein
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By Michele Norris

Bard College hi,s not had
new teaching space in well
over fifty years.
In the new
uproar of construction, the
first completed project was
·the Olin building. We watched
it change over the span of a
year,
from a hole in the
ground into an empty grid. We
returned to Bard on September
first and for the first time
saw the building as a whole.
We formed opinions about its
aesthetic qualitiPs and how
it related to the rest of the
campus.
In the beginning,
that was our largest concern.
On September second, a memorandum was sent from th~
office of the Dean of the
College
to the community.
This "green memo" told us ·of
certain regulations regarding
the use of the building and
of
pri~ciples· which
these
rules were based upon:
"use
and security." Some of. tJ;le
rules were based upon fie~
tional "widely held views."
others seemed to be based on
fairly obvious facts. None of
these restrictions, however,
were discussed with the faculty or the students. They
were simply imposed.
_AbO'!,.l_t . two.. tr?ee~s.
,la~er,
C\.
student organized demonstration was held in the Olin
building~
Known as 8 The Eat,
o·r ink
and Smoke- In
Where
Neatness Counts", many people
had, and s~ill nave, misconceptions of what the demonstration was all about.
It
was not about eating, drinking, or smoking. It had noth~nq to do with the
substance
of the new rules at all. The
Bard philosophy is greatly
dependent
on communication
between the students, faculty
and
administration.
This
·civil disobedience
protest
was about the imposition of
regulations by Dean Levine
without
prior consultation
and communication with the
student body.
In order to understand the
dispute,
it is necessary to
go back to two events, the
grant of the Olin building to
the colleg·e,
and the attempt
of the Dean to impose general
smoking regulations on the
campus, both about two years
ago.
Bard College was given a
4.3 million dollar grant from
the Franklin w.
Olin Foundation to build a freestanding
academic space on the campus.
The Olin Foundation is .dedicated
exclusively to
the
puilding of academic spaces
on college campuses and every
year
they give a certain
number of buildings, ranging
from one to four,
to various
liberal-arts colleges in the
nation. The Olin Foundation
hol4s·a competition each year
to help them make their decision about which colleges are
the most dese~ving of the
grant.
The first step of the competition was the submission
an initial proposal, which
briefly described what nlannirtg the college had done
ahead of time 1
some sens~ of
what the building would cost,
and a : rough
architectural

of
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Students can begin moving
into
the yet· unnamed new
dormitories
"optimistically
no later than October 15."
That was the message conveyed
by Dick Griffith at the September 29th dorm meeting in
the packea Tewksbury lounge.
That was not, however, the
message Griffith c9nveyed in
his office on Friday afternoon,
October 16,
the day
after "D-day".
As he sat
behind a desk littered with
stacks of inter-office memos
and invoices, he said apologetically,
"I could tell you
a new due date ·but I hate
to
hedge.
I
h.a te to lie. " Then
he laughed, before once again
New Senior Project Sculpture on Tewksbury Field. (photo by Christopher Martin)
ptitting his hands to
his
11 1 could have an ulcer
Professor Ethan Bloch of ately voiced tn the Senate head.
i..l •.::. Math department has pro- and from other corners or the
by the time this whole thing
posed that an honor code, or faculty.
The main objections is through. "
.
uprinciple~
as he calls it, of
When Griffith's first anthe opponents seem to
be adopted by· the college. center around the idea of nouncement was made at TewksThe
proposal has
already students turning each other bury, i t was met,
as can be
proved controversial.
When in for violations. Bloch, for expected in a situation ridfirst suggested to the Facul- his part,
dled with delays, with some
claims that such a
ty Senate, the idea is said picture is a stereotype that skepticism from the students
to have provoked angry out- misunderstands his proposal concerned.
"We don 1 t want to
bursts .and deeply
divided and intentions. He points out know "'optimistically'," one
opinion. A .request for two that the Reed principle does
student told the panel comstudent
representatives to not include any pressure or prised of Griffith and Deans
inform~ng.
serve on a joint COlllJilitte~ to e~pect.~t;..iQn . of
Levine, Kuriger, and Nels~m,
. .
..illY:~stiqate
the possibility .. Nevertheless; ,_the sam~ con- . ''but.. realisticaily 0"
.Realistically;·
· ···Griffith
of such a code- 'set off ~a cern· was among those raised
heated and acrimonious debate when the matter carne before admitted, the dorms would not
the Student Forum.
be completely finished until
in the Student Forum.
The debate at the Forum was a month after the first group
The
entire matter began
last year when Prof. Bloch touched off when Dean Nelson of students, those to live in
moved in. And that
gave his classes take-home requested that two students- dorm ~A r ,
exams. The new professor was be appointed or elected by it would be "a good couple ·of
somewhat stunned at the level the Student Association to ~onths after that"--perhaps
of cheating that went on. Not serve, along with two faculty next spring--before the landonly
was the misbehavior and two administrators, on an scaping would be completed.
But as Kuriger stressed, "the
commit tee.
widespread, i t was astound- _;investigation
ingly brazen, some students Thomas Buckley, Secretary of most important thing", at the
time, was- to get all the
handing in almost identical the Central Committee and a
students
"into the buildpapers. Being a graduate of strong opponent of the idea,
Reed College, Mr.
Bloch was scheduled the matter last on ings," and to get them in by
used to the inherent trust in an agenda already packed with November 1. By late October,
Griffith was settake-home exams being hon- such issues as budget ratifi- however,
ored. Reflecting on the situ- cation and government reorga- . tling for getting "at least
the students in by
The item appeared half"
ation, Bloch realized that nization.
the different behaviors of on the posted-agenda as 11 Dis- then. At Tewksbury he had
Bard and Reed students on cussion of ari Honor Code 1' and said getting students moved
such
exams were really a was presented to the Forum by by then would be "a good
reflection of the wider com- Mr.
Buckley as being a deci- possibility." By late October, he could only admit that
munity ethos of the two in- sion between three choicesJ
stitutions. At Reed,
Bloch i t could (1) ele.ct two repre- a November 1 deadline · "would
reasoned,
the Honor Princi- sentatives, as requested, or really be squeezing in" the
ple,
as its called, pervades (2)
elect
representatives completion of the lapt dormiNtw, he and the rest
the campus'
consciousness. with the provisos that noth- tories.
conununi ty members,
faculty,. i.ng may be decided without of the administration admit
students and administrators Forum approval and any code there is no possibility of
moving
in
until
alike, are given the freedom must apply to faculty and anyone
spring.
and responsibility to control administration as well as to
As to the reasons for such
.their own behavior. Responsi- students
(both provisos were
had
been
bility
breeds
maturity, already taken as givens by delays--students
previously· promised move-in
thoughtfulness and indepen- the Dean),
or
(3)
pass a
dence, as people take control resolution declaring itself dates ranging from as early
of their own lives. Such an absolutely
opposed to any as September 1 to October
institution, Bloch believed, proposal or even discussion 12--Griffith had explained at
would greatly benefit Bard.
of the matter and refuse to the Tewksbury meeting that he
The proposal for an Honor elect representatives. A long and his men had had problems
Principle immediately found debate ensued in which night- with the weather, with outallies · among those faculty marish visions of neo-fascist side labour, and in obtaining
parts4
•The windows held us
and
retro-sixties
and agministration
members futures.
for better than three
who,
like Bloch, had spent radical hyperbole were freely up
"r•ve also
their undergraduate years at slung by the idea's oppo- weeks," he said.
small
residential
liberal nents. Opposition came most had three promises regarding
arts colleges. Perhaps most prominently from-the member- heating pumps that have not
There have
prominent of Bloch 1 s
allies ship of Students in Solidar- been delivered.
been water
drainage
is the new Dean of Students, ity, the left-liberal politi- also
Stephen Nelso~. A graduate of cal group which had shown up problems that we've had to
Gettysburg who has worked the at the Forum en mass to pro- correct. And every day of
rain, anytime we can 1 t
get
last twelve years at Welles- test their budget allocation.
ley and Dartmouth, all three Eventually the Forum passed a materials sets us back. 11
On October 16, Griffith was
of which have honor systems, resolution in opposition to
but elected repre- still battling the elements
Nelson gives the idea his th~ idea,
the dreaded
windows.
full endorsement. The propos- sentatives anyway, with the and
al's supporters were in for a provision that any proposal Every day of rain and every
shock when they proposed the must
be ratified by
the day without the cus.tomized
matter to the Faculty Senate. Forum.
Cormac Flynn, stating
~tron~_?PP~~iti~n was i~edi-

·crin~inu~d on
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Editorials
Apathy and Empowerment Government Games
by Michele Beyer

youth about the injustices
taking place in America.
I don't understand how a
young person of color can be
so blind to the world around
herself. I am up in arms over
open displays of police brutality, overt racism being
displayed on college campuses
(Cornell, Dartmouth, university of Michiqan), the continuing miseducation of African-American children and the
breakdown
of black family
structure. All these issues
are pertinent to our survival. They are not academic
"debates" as some people like
to treat them.
People in my peer group
(16-21) often speak to me of
the wonderful items they can
purchase or the condo they
just bought. I try to explain
to them that economic mobility is not the answer to life
nor does it make little difference if that central economic power does not lie with
you or with the majority of
your people. Their vigor and
strength, their discipline,
candor and passion are the
ingredients that are required
to change problems in our
society. I try to explain
also
that the status quo
would rather see a
young
person of color ~distracted"
with other "American indulgences" than see them organizing a march, protesting
police brutality, or reading
more on their own history.
The status quo is maintained
through contentment, apathy,

Ges Selmont

·There is a feeling that is
This semester the Student
running unchecked in our soForum has been more visible
. ciety. It is so insidious
than at any other time in the
that it stagnates the mind
last two years. As with anyand
deters the body from
thing,. the more visible an
action. It is gaining on the
institution
is,
the more
American people. It has firmcriticism it receives both
positive and negative. This
ly rooted itself in our culwill be negative.
ture and has a strong vise on
the youth of our nation. This
Attendance alone (with one
meeting numbering over 100)
feeling
coincides and
is
has made the Forum an object
seemingly caused by the poof many more lunchtime de'litical shifting toward the
conservative
right.
This
bates than in recent past.
feeling is apathy.
The "Eat, Drink, and Smoke In
(Where Neatness Counts)", the
Accompanied by apathy is
the seemingly secure feeling
possibility of a suit being
.· of· complacency. Complacency
brought against the college,
···iii· our society is dangerous
in regards to the housing
··because· it is based on a
situation and "Vote on Stu•s
··"false" sense of security and
Popularity Day" have kept the
··self-gratification.
People
student Forum in the campus
tend to be contented with
spotlight. Actually there is
oppressive political systems
no spotlight at Bard; the
if they are lulled into other
Observer would be the campus
self-gratifying · diversions
spotlight if it came out as
which seem valid. For examoften
as we have
nbaked
ple, if materialistic acquipotato table" in the Commons.
sition is constantly
porUnfortunately, it comes out
trayed as a main goal, ' then
once a semester,
only in
people will care little for
semesters in which A.J. Ayer
the means used to gain that
teaches at Bard.
Anyway, let's start with
end- i.e., capitalism.
These two feelings help to
the system in general. ·The
Central Committee is a nice
encase people in their own
idea. Three people, rotating
worlds;
detached from the
in their leadership of the
many problems in society that
meetings. The thought of havneed to be addressed not with
ing a "Student Body Presiinertia but with concerned
dent" scares me more than the
thought and sincere action.
thought of returning to Bard
Because of apathyr complacenyears from now and finding
cy and inertia, oppressive
that Gahagan had been turned
ruling classes stay in power.
into a frat house. Also, we
·.T~~+:efpr_e p~ople who
succumb
·-or····· p3y' n•olattehf:ibri.''to these --·'ai'l.d· ~· uttempowered~ people._;~:: A ~,h'ave -.the-,·. !luxury· of .. th:r;-.ee
. :weJ.~l-m.;:u:t.¢ .. t#~l?.s:.~r~,: ..~empow person can~,t be emp.ow-e~~.d, .on _ _qi:tf~;-e~t ho_sts •. , .. If" you. keep
ered by choice. Whether this any· .level: if the majority· of track you can -avoid going to
is a conscious or unconscious what they are concerned 'with the ones presided by the guy
decision is irrelevant.
is fashion, the latest rec- you don•t like.
we seem to have a variety
The high level of apathy ords, druqs.and other diverand complacency can be noted sions.
of committees which can have
People of colol' have always a sizable effect on life at
most
acutely in
minority
youth. (In this essay minori- been concerned about the bet- Bard. Committees which deal
the
Administration,
ty will be defined in terms terment of the~r race both with
and economically,
Trustees, Faculty, and Staff.
of those with African-Ameri- socially
The only obvious problem
can and Latino background.) But never has there been the
individuality
toward with the constitution is that
Ther·e are many reasons for cold
this
condition
including material gain. It is a flaw it allows for people to hold
psychological,
social, and especially in the youth to more than one elected posieconomic ones·. . To me, how- even entertain notions along tion at a time. The Student
ever, there can be no excuse this rationale. The on~y no- Government clique here sucks.
for the lax attitude that the tion that should be enter- There are 800 students. There
no reason why
anyone
civil rights struggle is over tained is one of spiritual is
and I s~ould be content. When and economic uplifting to all should feel that they must
I
view my community (the not just a few entertainers wear two elected hats. It's
Bronx), I can hardly be con- and Black Urban Profession- that simple. What you say? No
als.
one showed up?
Generally,
tent..
·
I am·a frustrated individmore than one person is nomiI am outraged with
the
· overall apathy that is caused ual. I will keep trying to nated. So why should anyone
win twice? Usually, the other
~ l:>:Y, ~~e- S:l_ow erosio~ of hard- make people hear me and unis
competent
- "fou·ght-for c.ivil r1ghts. At derstand what I say. I will candidate
(that's with two e• s) and
' this · · time in .our. history not qive in to the feeling of
there should be
extensive complacency or apathy because wants the 'job; after all,
concern for the security of I know the ensuing struggle that•s why he accepted the
nomination. If there is no
people of color·. '!'here should will need all the passion I
one else, don't you think
be numerous cries from our can muster.
--------------------------------------------------------------- that the election should be
postponed until Tommy, who
had rehearsal, or Jill, who
had a screening to go to, can
be approached? I can't believe that out of BOO students only 10 are concerned
the
students
and
faculty
to
Continued from page 1
or capable enough to
run
decide. It remains to be seen· government for us. Remember,
that· although he· remained if the opposition's objec- the
more people that are
. ·somewh~t
~k.eptical
of the tions can be appeased. If not involved,
the more people
~practicality
·of an
Honor then they will certainly pre- that are involved.
·,Pripciple, he had a qreat vail, since an Honor PrinciIf that is thE only major
· deal of _sympathy for
the ple,
by
definition,
is constitutional
flaw, then why
.concept, and Nancy Galvin,
adopted by- consensus and can- is
student government
so
declaring herself insulted at not be imposed. Whether Bard ineffective at Bard?
the mere proposal of an Honor ends up with an Honor PrinciCertainly, there is a lack
Code and promising unrelent- p·le or not,.· it can only be of. power afforded us by the
ing and unappeasable opposi- hoped that the debate will Administration. There is also
tion
to the . ideal
were proceed on a higher level a lack of genuine concern for
than it has thus far. An rights in respect to
elected to the committee.·
the
The investigating .committee Honor Principle is a seriousr students as an entity. Indiand deserves
more viduals are taken care of in
.will begi~ its activities as matter
soon as the selection
of thoughtful consideration than order of appearance (or soonFaculty''nielnbers is' complete.
the
apocalyptic
rhetoric, er if Mommy calls up), but
'President Botstein has al- shrill sloganeering and straw Ludlow often shows. contempt
ready declared the adminis- man arguments to which both for the rights of "the stutration neutral on the issue,
sides have subjected it.
dent conununity". This disreregarding it as a matter for
gard by Ludlow, however, does

Honor Principle
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not excuse our apathy. Because· they don't treat us as
the adults that they always
claim we are, does not give
us license to shirk our responsibilities (those of us
in the Forum). ~et me ex-,
plain.
There is no way that Ludlow
could have expected the new
dorms to be ready September
1. You've seen them; I've
seen them. No way! Not one
single room. So what does
Ludlow do? They send out the
notice in August that a few
people might have to double
up for a little while.
Sep-_
tember comes and young college students, eager to begin
the new year in their Tewksbury single or double, arrive
from out of state ca·rrying so
much stuff it will only fit
in a single. Then they find a
roomie
(or maybe even two)
with exactly as much stuff,
and no place in the room and
no place in storage.
Why weren't these people
informed that they would have
roomies, and who they are, so
that they could get together
and decide who was bringing
the blow-drier, the stereo,
and the life$ize Jim Morrison
poster? Especially since anyone who saw the new·dorms in
August knew that they would
not be done for months. No
one was informed because Ludlow knew the seriousness of
the problem, that it would
last past reading week, and
frankly did not want it made
public until it could not'be
.. concealed.
~y?
Because·
.August is hectic enough without 100 parents calling up. to
bitch about an
unsolvable
problem. Hell, the Administration said, "They'll .be
calling all fall, let's enjoy
·the last weeks of summer·."
That kind of behavior
by
adults is deplorable and inconsiderate.
However, as I stated before,
this .does not excuse
the Student Forum officials
from doing their jobs. Because the administration ~has
left us uninformed a responsible
student
·government
organization would find out
what the delays are and what
the newest timetable is. This
applies to all the branches
of the Student Forum. The
reason
student·
government
sucks is not only a l~ck of
involvement by the majority
of students at · ForUll\ meetings·, but also the lack of
involvement and a true feeling for the ability which
someone on a student governm~nt c~mmittee has to educate
the public. By informing· the
student community, the student goverm:nent is fulfilling
its obligation to .the community as a·watchdog.for student rights..
Although the
style of efficient, involved
student government which I
advocate is not as glamorous
as a student protest, i t is
easily
as influential and
important.

--~---------------------------

If you have a complaint,
grievence, thought or reflection,
don't just sit around the Coffee
Shop talking about it, pot it in
print! The Bard Observer will
consider for publication any signed opinion, editorial or l~tter
from members of the Bard community. Letters should be held to
about 300 words and editorials to
about 1000 words.
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- rn:lsplaced window sills had been smarter, we'd have mad'e idea discussed at previous
meetings.
"The issue of r~
just convinced him £urther a better judgement. II
that "dorm rooms should be
The
judgement that
was bate has been 'considered',"
Continued from page 1
comfortable and functional, made, however, the decision Nelson
answered.
"But
'window. sills "dictated by the
not customized. You should to
close down
Blithewood decided not to go that route
architect", had set Griffith
have the basics so that if before a new dorm could be for two reasons. The first is
and his men back a day. on
you
break
something,
it successfully underway, was no that we don't h~ve a gradated
room seale her·e. The second ·
October 16, they were ten
should cost you no more than doubt aided by the Levy famidays behind, but have since
$25 to fix. Everything thatts ly's doubling of their gift ;ls that on the surface it
begun ten hour shifts and
custom-made-- windows,
heat to the college. As Nelson looks like a great solution,
six/seven day work weeks to
pumps, light fixtures, etc.-- explained
at the meeting,
but in truth it sends a very
alleviate the time problem.
is dictated_ by architectural "The Levy family •.• were told fractioning
message--'Give
get
The
biggest
revelation design. It's absolutely ridi- of the problem of student me. Give me. How do I
Griffith had made at the dorm culous.
These
should
be housing
and then
doubled what's mine?•"
Nelson
was
more
open,
meeting was that there had
things you could pick off the their gift to get the dorm
never been, nor would there
shelf." As Griffith' pointed project underway. And when however, to other money matbe,
any fines for missed out, not only do custom-made · one is giving that kind of ters. He announced that .. he
had been given an · add~tional
deadlines. This idea of fines
items present problems for money, we cannot say, ~Gee,
expenditure of $5000 to spend
had been widely and publicly B&G, but they present prob- that's nice, but •.•• '"
used by school officials in lems for the students. "If a
In light of the decision to on the dorms that have been
abused in the housing shortplacatingconcerned students.
student does damagewith some close Blithewood, and with a
age, adding the possibility
·Griffith, however, had looked kind of malice 11 to one of the september completion of the
fixing up
kitchenette
genuinely surprised by such a
new light fixtures, for exam- new
dorms looking
rather of
notion.
..There are no penalple, "it would cost him $235 bleak, the college had no areas, organizing social programs, and purchasing VCRs.
ties for not having work done plus installation" to have it other choice but to look for
on time because we're doing fixed.
Griffith,
however, alternative housing for those To date, the funds have parit ourselves,n he had said.
drew the line at $16 coat students concerned. As Levine tially been used to purchase
a new TV and VCR for the
At the time, many students hooks. ''I cannot force my- explained, three options were
did not knoW' how to take this self," he said. ''I absolutely considered. The first being Tewksbury lounge and to cover
costs for . the.
"F_all
notion of a department of the refuse to put them in. ••
the renting of
off-campus keg
school being in charge of
Griffi~h ended the
discus- housing, possibly in Barry- Fling"--decisions voted UP:On
by Tewks residentp. And · ,~i.n
building the new dorms. Now,
sion by simply saying "I 1 m town. Bard had tried this
however, it appears B&G are sorry," which was, not so approach before--in Barrytown what some students view . as
d'inner- . and
at least more organized than coincidentally~
the phrase and in Kingston in 1971, but pacification,
the other companies they have most students wanted to hear busing proved "an awful lot breakfast
are
now
being
to work with.. Take the si tua- at the previous. dorm meeting. of inconvenience. '' The second served on alternating Mondays
and Tuesdays respectively in
tion with the window sills,
"I've
been waiting very alternative .was the renting
for e:Ka.mple. "We cannot p:rog- patiently for someone to say of trailers and placing them Tewksbury lounge, with the
ress without the windows in," 'We've made a mistake and on campus, but this idea was food service providing coffee
and doughnuts every Tuesday
claimed Griffith in his of- we're sorry'," Cormac Flynn, scrapped when Griffith found
fice.
"The windows came, but dorm .... 0, peer counselor, had himself confronted with the
night and a more elaborate
we have no window si~ls. I
commented in the meeting. "It problems of designing a faasnack Thursday nights at.lO.
called the manufacturers and was a mistake putting the sible
septic and drainage
On a more serious note, in
asked them where they were rooms into the room draw in system. The third alternative an effort to alleviate the
stress
escalated in
such
and they said they made a the first plac~ without mak- to the housing crunch has
crowded
living conditions,
mistake between the depart- ing
any contingency plans been made all too evident to
counseling hours with Dorothy
ments." As he spoke, Griffith whatsoever,
and all we•re the 72 students displaced ..
Crane and Susan Giannico have
was
expecting yet another getting is ... Act of God•. '' To They live with it every day-also been set . up in
the
call from yet another manu- this remark, Levine had al- the doubling and tripling up
lounge on Tuesday and Thursfacturer who was supposed to luded to Ronald Reagan and resulting
in
over-crowded
day afternoons, 2:30 to 3!30.
call 'him back "faithfully by the Contra-affair.
.,Reagan conditions
in
Tewksbury,
In closing the first dorm
noon." It was now a quarter says mistakes were made and sands, and South Hall.
"We
11
meeting months ago, Griffith
to four.
So much depends the public thinks ... isn't he considered
each,"
Levine
had remarked that he and his
upon
everyone
else,"
he great because he says he's said, "and went and looked at
men were doing ~'everything
slghed.
responsible'.
There's
no alternative housing. It was
possibleu to get students "in
Just as there was no placa- doubt
that an error
was not judged to be . ad~quate."
. :tfft~ S~Uf}en:t:s .. f1;: . ~~ ., <:lprm ·_,lf!~de~-~ Ji~ _ . C~tJn_u~d_, ,;~~"~JVe ~ret.~· J~.·.-.~~.t~···r,::;.)~p.~SJt~t.t1J.'t#S ... ~~ ~ ~011-. M··EP.YiiU.~ ,, " which
meeting--they were, - ~n ~ Matt ~ talked about ·tnat. Neve-r· once .... a~qud.te"·-: . ..._· .. wa·s ·~ _ · 'hever -··ci1:}'"'prias;. ,;;aari:!' ·h'e ·'\.l~~P :s't"'l:ll
doing,
just short of taking
Hill's words, "Not looking did I hear ""we can get away addressed at themeeting.
:.:_!'or an excuse, but a legiti- with it. 1 There was a firm
Instead, "a pandora's box"
the advice of Steven Nelson
mate reason"-- there was no belief on everyone's
part was opened when a student who had reminded the students
present at the time,
"You
placating
Griffith in his that the dorm would be open inquired about the possibilknow there is such a thing as
o~fice'.
The battle over the on September 1. If we'd all ity of a housing refund, an
.the
barn raising phenomenon ......

New Dorms

we

Glasnost: New Club Looks at Soviet Life
by Robin Cook

Bard. "-The reason we agreed
there would be a club is that
The 1980's are witnessing a
we·believe that there's a lot
turnaround in how the Ameri- of interest in the soviet
can
people
perceive
the Union, and that the soviet
Soviet Union under Mikhail Club could serve that interGorbachev. The Soviet Union est. We want not only to
is
stressing economic and marshal together people who
domestic reform, as well as are interested in the Soviet
more communication with the Union, but to serve the comu.s. As they go through this munity at large."
The· idea for a club began
period of change, the u.s.
must come to terms with the in the fall of 1986, with
Chris,
fact that the Soviets hope to· discussions between
-improve relations. Americans Brett, ·and Professor Gennady
who · is
a
are now beginning to rethink· Shkliare-vsky,
the image they once had of professor of Russian history
Bard.
According
to
the Soviet Union as the "Com- at
Professor Shkliarevsky, "They
munist Menace ... Consequently,
[Chris
and Brett] thought
they wish to have a better
understanding of the Sov~et that, with Gorbaohev's coming
to po~er, the Soviet Union
Union itself.
Bard's Soviet Studies Club became kind of an exciting
wants to contribute to such place that g~nerated excitein the
west:
that
·an understanding. Co-fou~ded ment
by
Chris oarr and
Brett here ••• was an incipient inFialkoff, both seniors, the terest in the soviet Union.
goal of the club is to in- That was the rationale they
crease
a~areness
of
the gave when they told me it
would be nice to have
a
·sovi~t
Union on all levels.
Soviet Studies Club, and I
It plans to examine the country's politics, history, cul- was very receptive to the
ture, and language. I spoke idea."
The club's first meetin~
to Chris and Brett to get an
"idea of where the club is was in May 1987. Elections
and Chris was
coming from and where it is were held,
elected chairman, while Brett
going.
· "We're trying to stimulate became treasurer. Professor
discussion
throughout
the Shkliarevsky assisted as facBard community... Brett ex- ulty advisor~ and the club
plained. "Since we've grown was all set.
For this semester, the club
up seeing the USSR as the
several
activities
enemy~
we•d like to get to has
planned. To keep the communiknow the 'enemy'."
Chris said that he felt the ty informed, they present a
club
would be welcome at monthly bulletin, which Brett

edits.
"With the bulletin," soviet Union is.in a transiChris explained, ''we want to tion period."
publicize our events, because
Professor Shkliarevsky bewe·have lots of events, and lieves that glasnost
will
we'r~ public servants in that
eliminate many of the Soviet
sense. We want to provide Union's problems, but not its
ourselves and others w:lth a bureaucracy.
"I would say
forum in .. which to explore that there are posit.ive e.ftopics of pertinent inter- fects in glasnost,
but I
est."
don•t think it can achieve
Some of.the events planned what Gorbachev profe~sed ·.in
include a Russian language the beginning. He was"" ~ll.diig
table, lectures by Professor about democratization';: •.' .:. ·:. I
Shkliarevsky on Soviet poli- think glasnost alone cannot
tics, and films dealing with achieve the abolition of pothe soviet way of life. These litical monopoly."
films
include nN~vsky," a
Whatever their own views,
film about an English trans- Chris and Brett claim the
lator living in Leningrad,
club espouses no political
and the upcoming "Vysotsky, .. causes or viewpoints. Anyone
a·
documentary
about
the with any interests or opinSoviet rock star dubbed. "the ions are welcome.
"We're not going with ;;tnY
Russian Bob Dylan."
nFilm is one of the best ideological bent,« Brett 1nAdds Chris, "We • re
ways to understand a cul- sists.
interested in all opinions,
ture,"
Chris
told
me.
"'Autumn Marathon' is a film even if they•re stupid."-."~
Both are·oPtimistic about
without any political pretense, and as such it is very the club at the moment.' They
to educate the Bard
useful in 'gettinq at what hope
we're talking about, which is community and are open to· its
understanding the Soviets as interests. tt ~seems · as···. if
they are.off to a good start
people not unlike -us."
When asked of their opin- so far. For further informaions of
glasnost,
Chris, tion about the club and what
Brett, and Professor Shklia- .it is doing, the upcoming
you.
revsky are enthus.ed about the Bulletin should tell
changed it is bringing about,
but all agree it has its . The Bard Observer is an independent
limits.
publication. It receives financial support
Brett said, "I think the from the Convocation Fund of Bard CoUege.
western press makes it more It is not. however, beholden to the· ad~
than it is, and it's been ministration, the Student Association, the
tried before in a similar faculty1 or any other constituency of the colfashion, although I think the lege community. The editors of the Observer
are so1ely responsible for its contents.
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of the colleges that they had
previously given grants to.,
They encountered an unusual
Continued from page 1
system of crite-sheets, moderation and senior projects,
design of the building itself. According to President
they were impressed that such
Botstein, Cathy Simon, the
a small liberal arts college
architect of the Olin buildhad such a progressive arts
ing,
"offered to do the ini- -program,
and they noticed
tial planning on speculation,
that the general upkeep of
that' is to say, as if' they
the campus was not up to par.
· were in a competition." If we Dean Levine explained,
"They
were to win the competition,
are a very conservative group
she would design the build- of people, and they wanted
ing~
If we_ lost, there would some assurance from us that
be no charge to the college.
we were aware of the shortAfter completion of the first comings, and that we would
step,
everyone held their care well for the Olin buildbreath waiting for a respunse ing.11
President
Botstein
from the Olin Foundation.
A
stated that we assured the
certain number of
init~al
foundation that we would care
applicants
were chosen as for the building but
the
finalists.
Bard College ~as widely spread rumour that the
one of them.
·
grant was contingent on a
••when we were fil'tally a.c- · promise to upkeep the new
cepted to be among the final- building at a level higher
ists,"
Botstein
explains,
than the rest of the campus
11
then they [the Olin Founda·· was completely
false.
In·
tion] tell you something vety fact,
"they were too wise to
interesting,
very unusual.
even suggest such a possibilThey say, we would like a lot ity," he said. After the site
of
information from
you,
visit, the college once again
about your plans, and -the waited while the foundation
·college and its history which deliberated. The Olin Foundais going to take you a
fair tion found Bard to be most
amount of time to assemble. - deserving and in great need
Therefore we_-want you to know of the teaching space. From
that there is a.higher like- that moment, the Franklin W.
lihood that you are not going Olin Humanities Building beto get the grant than you came a permanent part of the
will. So why is it worth your Bard College campus.
while
to comply with our
When the student body arrequest -for information? It rived back this fall, enthuis because if you don't get siastic
about
their
new
the grant, _we promise you an building, they received fou'r
endowment gift of fifty thou- pages of rules and regulasand dollars.
We got the tions that went with
it.
building: ~ didn't get fifty These rules, contained in the
thousand dollars. ••
"green memo," had nothing to
After we submitted all the do with the Olin Foundation.
to Dean Levine,
information the "Olin team" According
came down to Bard for a site 11 part of the reason I wrote
visit.
Among
many
other my now famous 'green memo'
things,
they were interested was the result of my concern
in meeting the trustees of for the general_upke~p of the
tpe co+leqe ;_ · visiting th~ g~@PUE! • '~
~n Z:~~PPl}{il~- ~g ~~~
campus, meeting the.faculty, gre~n memo there was
the
·and meeting with the members student demonstration. It was
·of the board. After the site not about eating, drinking or
visit was complete, President smoking. It had nothing to do
Botstein explained, "they had with the substance of the
concerns about every aspect rules at all. It was about
of
the college.
Concerns the imposition of regulations
about the college's academic by the Dean of the College
program,
concerns about the without any consultation with
college 1 s historic stability, the student body. Dean Levine
concerns about the college's said "no one respects the
physical
plant,
concerns presence of student ~emon
about differed maintenance, strations on this campus more
about ag~ng,
about all as- than I do, •• and that he felt
pects of the college~" They within
the green memo he
combed through every detail implied that "this was not a
of every aspect of the col~ rigid policy but one that
lege. They found that we were would be open to some discusradically different from most sion ... He admitted that he

OLIN

11
probably would have been a
lot better off going to the
Student · Forum and informing
them of what I was going to
do before I did it. 11
The strong reaction of the
Student Association was in a
large measure due to the fact
that the manner of imposition
of the new regulations was in
violation of an
agreement
requiring consultation before
smoking or 11 similar 11 regulations are adopted. The agreement dates from a highlycharged controversy two years
ago, which developed when the
Dean attempted to impose general
smoking
regulations
throughout the campus. Dean
Levine claimed that he believed himself to be within
the
agreement,
which
he
thought
exempted "academic
spaces,n such as Olin. Cormac
Flynn, who had been in the
negotiations two years ago as
Secretary of the Association,
asserted
that · the
clear
understanding had been that
in the matter of smoking in
classes, the students were
willing to defer to the faculty
(not the Dean) if they
wished to pass a universal
ban, and that otherwise students and faculty could work
it out on a class by class
basis. A deliberate distinction had been drawn between
classes and classrooms. Furthermore, an essential element of the agreement's logic
was that hallway and lobby.
space was unaffected,
allowing smokers the ability to
"step outside." This difference of interpretations led
to many accusations during
the controversy. Ann Levinson
('86} and Percy Gibson (~87),
who chaired respectively the
Educational Policiea Committee and the Student Judiciary
Board at the time, and were
~1~~ ~~~ely~Q l~ t~~ ~~gotia
tion of the agreement, were
contacted by the Ob•erver.
Both Ms. Lewinson and Mr.
Gibson supported Mr. Flynn'•
interpretation,
Levinson
going so far as to express
incredulity th~t the agreement could possibly be interpreted in the other way.
The Student Forum had elected an ad-hoc committee to
coordinate the protest action. After the action was
successfully completed
the
Central
Committee extended
the mandate of the committee
to include discussion of the
matter with the college .administrat~on.
They had their

Review: Zero· - Sum Game'
.bY Peter Stone

:: J:.:re:t Easton Ellis, a new
young writer who reached the
New York Times
Bestseller
List with his first book Less
than Zero, has just published
his second novel entitled The
Rules of Attraction. The Bard
Observer received a preview
copy of the book and decided
to see if Mr. Ellis lived up
to his press releases, which
·by the way, were also in~J,.uded wi i;:h the free copy.·
. Although Ellis has an interesting style, his overall
opinion of college life and
~elationships
is very bleak.
He writes from the
first
person and all his characters
are portrayed this way. The
book is written in the style
of daily diary entries or
internal mono+ogues from the
various characters.·
They
are all
attending
Camden college in New Hampshire, a school that is similar to Bard in many respects.
It is a small college that is
·r~latively isolated from
all
large metropolitan areas and
everybody
knows- everybody
else. There are parties just
about
every
night
(Wet
Wednesdays, Thirsty Thursdays
are just a few examples) and

sex is incredibly casual.
It drugs, and the casual li£e of
is not his opinion of sex or college to continue to exist.
Lauren,
the only female
the promiscuity of his characters that I find so dis- that Ellis concentrates on,
turbing; i t is the lack of becomes pregnant after she
concern that his main charac- and Sean fall in love, and
ters have for classes, other they sleep together more than
once, an uncommon practice to
people, and life in .:;reneral.
During the course of the most people of this college.
book, a young girl commits She b~rely decides to have an·
jumping at
the
suicide because she loves one abortion,
chance· to put off the deci-·
of the main characters (Sean)
and he hasn't responded. When sian until the last minute.
Paul, the bi-sexual characSean hears of her death, he
is barely disturbed. The col- -ter who has affairs with all
lege
administration
seems the other characters in the
book,
seems unable to decide
equally apathetic.
Sean continues his promis- whether he is simply looking
cuous activities until
he for a good time or whether he
finds that he is in love with wants a real relationship.
Because of the format of
one of the women that he has
the book is
so casually used. It comes as storytelling,
much of a surprise to him as interesting and will appeal
it does to the reader and, in to readers of the college
think that an
this respect, I applaud Ellis age, but I
audience
for giving us a glimpse of older or younger
how Sean really thinks. The would find it hard to grasp
college of today is
character is basically be- what
lievable, but there are in- like. I recommend it to those
stances where he seems
a people who are interested in
little too apathetic toward a novel about today's college
but don•t expect a
how his life turns out to be life,
realistic.
It would even .be happy ending. It is a disall right if Sean was the turbing novel at points and
only characte_r who felt this leaves the reader feelirtg a
way, but all three of the little depressed about the
main characters seem so to- image of life and love that
_:,,:·;,
tally
_dependent
on
sex, Ellis PP.r.trays...

December 7, 1987
first meeting with
Stuart
Levine and Steve Nelson on
the evening of Monday, September
28th.
They talked
about eating and drinking.
They talked about smoking and
the locking of the building.
The main thrust of the meeting, however, was about consultation with the students
not
only about the ·Olin.
building, but about all the
aspects of student life.
As a result of the meeting,
several promises were made.
The Dean promised to install
ashtrays at the entrances and
exits of the building, and to
replace the No Smoking, Eating, Drinking signs with new
ones using less
offensive
language. The committee and
the Deans agreed to a plan
for coffee, tea and danishes
to be placed in the atrium
area of the building, and the
Dean promised his full effor-ts to lobby for the approvals for the plan.
It
would seem that the
Dean
never acquired the necessary
approvals.
In any case, the
plan has never been implemented. Nor have any ashtrays
been installed, and while the
signs were replaced,
the new
ones contain language identical to the originals. All of
these points, however, were·
secondary to the main product
of the meeting. Dean Levine
put forward at the meeting a
new plan for extensive mutual
consultation between the administration and the student
leadership. The purpose of
this plan was to avoid con-·
frontations in the future by
insuring that neither
the
atudents nor the admiriistra~
tion be taken by surprise, or
neglect to inform, aqain. The
propoaal was to be implemented immediately. The committee carried a letter con~ainin9
an official request
for~the plan's implementation
from the Dean to the Central
Committee,
adding ita own

full endorsement.

wa•

The letter

formally delivered
to
Secretary Buckley on the 30th
of September. As this issue
of the Observer goes to press
on November 20th, some seven
week• later, there has still
been no response from the
Central Committee.
In the
meantime,
discussions
are
underway within the faculty
regarding the designation of
more areas as· non-smoking.
Dean Levine baa announced his
intention to consult with the
central Committee before taking any action if he receives
any formal proposals regard~
inq smoking in other academic
facilities.
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